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ABSTRACT
Improving the conditions of schools in many parts of the world is gradually
acquiring importance. The Green School movement is an integral part of this effort since
it aims at improving indoor environmental conditions. This would in turn, enhance studentlearning while minimizing adverse environmental impact through energy efficiency of
comfort-related HVAC and lighting systems. This research, which is a part of a larger
research project, aims at evaluating different school building designs in Albania in terms
of energy use and indoor thermal comfort, and identify energy efficient options of existing
schools. We start by identifying three different climate zones in Albania; Coastal (Durres),
Hill/Pre-mountainous (Tirana), mountainous (Korca). Next, two prototypical school
building designs are identified from the existing stock. Numerous scenarios are then
identified for analysis which consists of combinations of climate zone, building type,
building orientation, building upgrade levels, presence of renewable energy systems (solar
photovoltaic and solar water heater). The existing building layouts, initially outlined in
CAD software and then imported into a detailed building energy software program
(eQuest) to perform annual simulations for all scenarios. The research also predicted indoor
thermal comfort conditions of the various scenarios on the premise that windows could be
opened to provide natural ventilation cooling when appropriate. This study also estimated
the energy generated from solar photovoltaic systems and solar water heater systems when
placed on the available roof area to determine the extent to which they are able to meet the
required electric loads (plug and lights) and building heating loads respectively.
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The results showed that there is adequate indoor comfort without the need for
mechanical cooling for the three climate zones, and that only heating is needed during the
winter months.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
1.1 Background
The World Commission on Environment and Development defines sustainability as:
“meeting the needs of today without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their  own  needs.”  Sustainable  buildings  approach is meant to be a complete solution for to
the design, construction and operation of buildings of the future. Sustainable buildings,
sometimes known as Green Buildings, not only aim to reduce operating costs and improve
energy efficiency, but also aim to enhance productivity and improve the health and
wellbeing of occupants.
In the context of Green Schools, the effect of the physical indoor environment on
overall development of the students is becoming increasingly important. Studies have
indicated that Green Schools can positively impact student learning in a variety of ways.
Student academic achievement outcomes were measured in a number of Green Schools
within the U.S. where it was found that the improvements led to a 15% decrease in
absenteeism, a 19% increase in overall oral and reading scores, as well as a 12% decrease
in missed work days for teachers (Ocku et al. ,2011). Research on school lighting provided
evidence that improvements to this area can enhance visual and non-visual outcomes in
students from healthy vision to higher achievements (Ocku et al. 2011). There was also
evidence showing an inverse relationship between   “productivity” and indoor thermal
comfort. One experimental study found that a nearly 4o Celsius decrease in temperature
resulted in an increase in logical thinking, as well as an improved performance in maths
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and reading (Ocku et al. 2011). Higher temperatures also have the potential to increase the
growth of some biological pollutants such as mold with adverse health consequences.
(Ghodrati et al. 2012).
In short, Green Schools have the ability to enhance learning outcomes and improve
productivity among students and teachers, but they can also serve as springboards to shape
the behavior of students now while nurturing future sustainability leaders of their
communities. Green Schools incorporate changes to facilities as well as interweaving
“green  teaching”  into  classrooms  and  the  community.

1.2 Problem Statement
Data related to the construction practices and state of maintenance of typical Albanian
school buildings and campuses prior to year 2000 were collected and documented. This
collection covered a total of 18 schools across different climate zones. From the collected
data, it was observed that most of the school buildings lacked modern lighting, mechanical,
electrical systems and even amenities. Consistent with many pre-2000 construction, the
school buildings have not received any significant upgrades or improvements in the last 20
years. The buildings are seriously deficient from architectural, mechanical, plumbing,
electrical perspectives. The electrical service to the building and building electrical wiring
systems are not adequate for any type of lighting or equipment loads. The classrooms
typically have single incandescent lamps hung from the ceiling with an exposed wire.
Many classrooms do not have working lightings. The electrical systems are not as per the
current codes and standards. The school buildings do not have any kind of heating or
cooling systems, making the indoors uncomfortable during extreme outdoor weather
2

conditions, especially during the winter months. On a positive side, the building walls have
high mass construction with ample daylighting. It is due to this high mass construction and
daylighting  design  that  many  “schools”  are able to continue in these older buildings.

1.3 Objective and overall approach
The objective of this research was to evaluate various school building retrofit
designs in terms of energy use and thermal comfort in Albania, and to identify efficient
options for transforming the portfolio of exiting schools into energy efficient Green
Schools. The study focuses on comparing and analyzing upgrades to two different existing
building prototypes, one located in rural and the other in urban areas of Albania. The
climate of the country is studied, and classified into three different zones, namely Field
Mediterranean Area (which is the coastal area), Hilly and Pre-mountainous Mediterranean
Area and the Mountainous Mediterranean Area. Further, the building designs are
categorized into different Tiers of upgrades. The existing building prototypes are then
compared and analyzed for energy savings and thermal comfort with future possibilities of
upgrade such as adding a baseboard heating system or a mere comfortable heating and
cooling system along with solar photovoltaic system and solar water heater system options.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Impact of Green School environment on learning outcomes.
Green School building designs aim at making use of maximum renewable energy
and green materials. These designs are more energy and water efficient as well. Green
buildings provide a healthy, comfortable and productive learning environment for students.
Poorly maintained and outdated building, present health and productivity issues for
occupants via poor indoor air quality, thermal comfort, ventilation, mold and moisture
problems, as well as improper lighting levels. Research suggests that building deficiencies
related to temperature, age, acoustics and lighting have a direct negative impact on student
performance (Earthman, 2002).
Occupancy density ( i.e. overcrowding), air filtration and ventilation, as well as
indoor temperature and humidity can increase the chances of contracting infectious
diseases such as the common cold, influenza, and other common respiratory illnesses,
leading to higher costs of healthcare, increased absenteeism and loss of productivity (Fisk,
2000).
Thermal discomfort can impact productivity since temperatures outside certain
desirable range of conditions, which also includes too cold and too hot, correlate with low
levels of manual dexterity, headaches, lethargy, and can have a negative impact on mental
performance (Wyon, 2004).
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Studies have shown that high quality of indoor air improves health, which result in
better attendance by students, teachers and staff and leads to better student achievement
(Corb, 2008).
According to Willson & Giley (2008), a school facilities should have operable
windows in classrooms to take advantage of natural outdoor airflow. The natural
ventilation air contributes to healthy learning environment. Sustainable design helps to
decrease the overall environmental impact which will help lower operating costs and create
a more productive leaning environment.

Figure 2.1 Link between Green School design and outcomes for learning, health
and productivity. (Source: www.ncef.org)
An increasing amount of evidence suggests that green facilities can decrease
absenteeism from common illnesses such as asthma, colds and flu. A study cited by
Greening  America’s  Schools   put   reductions  in  the  15   %range. Reviews of five national
workplace studies by Carnegie Mellon University put green-building related asthma
reduction at 38.5 percent. One of ten children in the U.S. suffers from asthma. A broader
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review of the 17 studies by Carnegie Mellon found an average occupant health
improvement of 41% in the green buildings (Tobias, 2009).
Green facilities have been associated with increased teacher retention and improved
attendance. The Green School designs which incorporate proper ventilation, acoustical
quality and other environmental factors result in improved  students  and  teacher’s  health  
along with higher attendance (Bardacke , 2009 ; Pennybacker,2005).Improved students test
scored have been associated with Green Schools through improved learning environments.
Adequate daylighting and improved site planning have shown increase in student
performance by 25 %( Bardacke, 2009: Earthman 2002).
The impact of building construction on the environment is low due to Green School
facilities (Bardacke, 2009). Green School facilities set an example for future generations,
showing that environmental quality is crucial to long term well-being. A sustainable facility
can become teaching tool, featuring concepts of science, math and environmental
curriculum (Bardacke, 2009). Green school facility improvements directly related to
student performance are additional daylight, improved indoor air quality, enhanced
classroom acoustics, and comfortable and consistent indoor temperatures (USGBC, 2008).

2.2 Thermal comfort
An alternative to traditional comfort theory - termed   the   “adaptive   model”   of  
comfort - embraces the notion that people play an instrumental role in creating their own
thermal preferences. This is achieved either through the way they interact with the
environment, or modify their own behavior, or because contextual factors and past thermal
history change their expectations and thermal preferences (de Dear et al, 1997)
6

Studies done by de Dear and Brager show that PMV model works well for buildings
with HVAC systems. Studies have also indicated that in naturally ventilated buildings,
people can accept higher indoor temperature (ASHRAE Standard -55, 2013).
Acceptable
comfort range

Figure 2.2, plotted PPD (predicted %of dissatisfaction) versus the PMV (predicted mean
vote (ASHRAE Standard -55, 2013)).
The ASHRAE seven point comfort scale is for predicted mean vote (PMV) is given
by -3 cold , -2 cool , -1 slightly cool , 0 neutral , 1 slightly warm , 2 warm and 3 hot. The
PMV depends on two main factors Clothing insulation (clo) and Activity level (met), along
with other secondary physical factors like air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air
velocity and humidity (ASHRAE journal, Olesen Byarne, ). Percent of People Dissatisfied
(PPD) is the mean vote of the people voting outside the range of -1 to +1.
The comfort range of any given population differs based on the climate type. People
usually tend to adapt to the changing environmental conditions. The results of field study
conducted by Nicol and Humphreys (1973) in UK, India, Iraq and Singapore showed that
temperatures above 30o Celsius is not considered uncomfortable. One of the surveys
conducted in an office building in Pakistan was to determine effectiveness of adaptive
actions to achieve comfort by changing cloths and air movements (due to fans).The survey
7

results showed that with changing indoor temperature and comfort the building was found
to be comfortable between 20o and 30o C (Nicol et al 1999).

Figure 2.3, Acceptable range of operative temperature and humidity for typical summer
and winter clothing. (Source ASHRAE, Standard 55-2013)
Figure 2.3 shows the acceptable range of operative temperature and humidity for people in
typical summer and winter clothing during light and primarily sedentary activity. The
ranges are based on 10 % dissatisfaction.

2.3 Daylighting
Katz (2006) showed that Green Schools use an average of 33 percent less energy
compared to conventionally designed schools. He concluded that typical energy
performance improvements must include more efficient lighting, greater use of day lighting
and sensors, efficient heating and cooling systems and better insulated walls and roofs.
Decrease in energy consumption in Green Schools has two main financial benefits: (i)
Green Schools reduce the energy costs. (ii) They reduce overall market demand and which
result in lower energy prices market-wide. (Katz, 2006)
8

Instead of relying on electric lights during the day, daylighting brings indirect
natural light into the building. Daylighting has been shown to create calmer and productive
environment because it connects people to the outdoors and also reduces the need for
electric lights (Molinski, 2009). Sunshades and sunscreens are structures on the exterior of
a building that reflect indirect lighting into a building. Molinsky concluded that by
incorporating daylight harvesting into facility, a potential savings of 15%to 40%in energy
costs could be achieved. According to Westfall (2003), effective daylighting can provide
many benefits to schools including energy savings, increases in student test scored and
attendance and a better learning environment for students.
Local climate condition must be considered as the seasons of the year and the angles
of natural light. Several factors, such as surrounding mountains, trees and other buildings,
affect the amount of daylight a facility receives (Gleed, 2009).
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CHAPTER 3
CLIMATE AND BUILDING DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
3.1 Climate Analysis

Figure 3.1 Climate divisions in Albania (Source: IHM 1978)
Albania is a Mediterranean country and lies between latitudes 39° and 43° N, and between
longitudes 19° and 21° E. It is located on the western side of south east Europe surrounded
by neighboring countries of Greece on the south and south eastern side, Macedonia and
Kosovo to the East, and Montenegro to the north, with its western border being the Adriatic
and Ionian Sea. The region has mostly mountainous topography and can be divided into
three climatic zones namely, Field Mediterranean Area (which is the coastal area), Hilly
and Pre-mountainous Mediterranean Area and the Mountainous Mediterranean Area
(Figure 3.1). The weather data for each climate zone were not available online to download
.Therefore they were acquired from White Box Technologies, Inc. The weather file for
10

Durres (Field Mediterranean Area), Tirana (Hilly and Pre-mountainous Mediterranean
Area) and Korca (Mountainous Mediterranean Area) had the weather data for the following
years
Durres is simply the historical weather file for 2013, since there was just 2 years of
full data. Tirana is a "typical year" weather file created from data for 2001 through
2013.The selected years for the 12 months are as follows January (2010), February (2006),
March (2005), April (2005), May (2005), ,June (2010), ,July (2010), August (2007),
September (2010), October (2009), November (2005), December (2003). Korca is a
"typical year" weather file created from data for October 2011 through September 2014,
i.e., 3 years. The selected years for the 12 months are January (2013), February
(2013),March (2014),April (2013),May (2012),June (2013),July (2013) ,August (2012),
September (2013),October (2013),November (2012),December (2011).
3.1.1. Field Mediterranean/coastal climate: Durres

Figure 3.2 Average monthly temperature range in Durres (from Climate Consultant
software)
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Durres (41°19′N, 19°27′E) is located along the coastal belt of Albania at sea level.
The temperature ranges between 22 – 33oC in summer and between 2 – 13 oC in winter.
June, July and August are the hottest months. The winters are basically wet and cold.
December through March are the winter months, during which the outdoor temperature is
below comfort zone. In summer, (June to August) the outdoor temperatures are above
comfort zone (see Figure 3.2). During the remaining months, the weather is moderate and
pleasant. Figure 3.2 shows the monthly mean, maximum and minimum temperature for
Durres, along with average outdoor comfort zone temperature range for the summer and
winter months. Average relative humidity ranges from 63 percent to 72 percent. Figure 3.3
shows the annual prevailing wind direction in Durres. It is observed that the wind direction
and speed in Durres changes throughout the year and are not from any particular direction.

Figure 3.3 Annual prevailing winds in Durres (from Ecotect software)
12

Figure 3.4 monthly comfort percentage achieved through passive design techniques in
Durres (from Ecotect software)
Figure 3.4 shows the annual comfort percent that can be achieved using passive design
techniques such as natural ventilation, thermal mass effect and solar heat gain in Durres.
The analysis was done using Ecotect software which predicts such comfort percentages.
The annual comfort percentages bar graph shows that overall it is possible to achieve up to
90% comfort in Durres using passive design techniques. Highest comfort percent above
80% are experienced in the months of May, September and October.
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3.1.2. Hilly and pre-mountainous Mediterranean area: Tirana
Tirana (41°19′48″N 19°49′12″E) is the capital of Albania and lies in the Hilly/Pre
mountainous area. The summers are very hot and reaches maximum temperature of 40 oC,
and during winters the temperature drops down to – 7 oC. Figure 3.5 shows the monthly
average temperature range. The outdoor temperature for winter is below comfort zone from
November to March, while in summer the outdoor temperature is above comfort zone from
May to September (see Figure 3.5). The average relative humidity is between 79 % to 94
%. There is some amount of rain throughout the year in Tirana.

Figure 3.5 Average monthly temperature range in Tirana (from Climate Consultant
software)
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Figure 3.6 Annual prevailing winds in Tirana (from Ecotect software)

Figure 3.7 monthly comfort percentage achieved through passive design techniques in
Korca in Tirana (from Ecotect software)
The prevailing wind direction in Tirana is from northwest and south east over the entire
year (see Figure 3.6). The average annual wind speed is around 2m/s. Figure 3.6
15

summarizes the annual prevailing wind frequency, average wind temperature, relative
humidity and average rainfall. Some amount of rainfall is seen throughout the year. Figure
3.7 shows the annual comfort percent that can be achieved in using passive design
techniques in Tirana. The comfort percent that can be achieved using passive design
techniques is low for Tirana (see Figure 3.7). Maximum comfort could be achieved using
passive techniques in April (58 %), May (74 %) and September (58 %). For rest of the year,
the comfort %would be an average of 23 %.
3.1.3 Mountainous Mediterranean Area: Korca
Korca (40°37′N, 20°46′E) is located in Mountainous Mediterranean area of Albania at
830 m elevation from sea level. The temperature is between 12 – 34oC in summer and in
winter between 10 – -7 oC. June to August are the warm months. December, January,
February, March are the coldest months. Figure 3.8 shows the average monthly temperature

Figure 3.8 Average monthly temperature range in Korca (from Climate Consultant
software)
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range in Korca. The outdoor temperature in winter is mostly below the comfort zone from
October to March. In summer, the maximum outdoor temperature is above comfort zone
from June to August (see Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.9 Annual prevailing winds in Korca (Ecotect)

Figure 3.10 monthly comfort percentage achieved through passive design techniques in
Korca (from Ecotect software)
17

The average relative humidity in Korca is 63 % to 83 %. The average annual wind speed
is between 1 m/s to 4m/s Figure 3.9 shows the annual prevailing wind directions. It also
shows the annual wind temperature, average relative humidity and average rainfall for
Korca. Ecotect software suggests that in Korca, during the extreme winter months from
November to March, comfort cannot be achieved using passive designs techniques.
Maximum comfort could be achieved using passive design techniques during the warm
summer months from June to September in Korca. Figure 3.10 shows the monthly comfort
percentage that could be achieved from passive design techniques like natural ventilation,
thermal mass effects and passive solar heating.

3.2 Overview of existing building design and condition
Data was collected of typical school buildings and campus setting of pre-2000
construction era .Total of 18 schools were documented across different climate zones. The
collected data provide an overview of building infrastructure and existing facilities. The
collected data was then categorized into three different building types as follows:
a. Type 1 – This is a one-story freestanding buildings housing kindergarten or 1-3 or 1-9
grade schools. Construction of these schools is made up of plastered, masonry (brick)
bearing walls with hipped, wood –framed roofs with clay file roofing; double-loaded
corridor plan layout with some courtyard plans.
b. Type 2 – This is a two-story free standing, kindergarten + K-9, grades 10-12 schools,
either with hipped-wood framed roofs or flat modern roofs. They were either plastered,
masonry (brick) bearing walls or concrete frame with infill brick masonry for walls and
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floors / roofs. They had double-loaded corridor plan with linear block, L-layout, or
T_layout in plan view.

Figure 3.11, Documented school buildings classified into different types

c. Type 3 – Building are three to four story free standing grade 1-9 and grades 10-12
schools with concrete frame construction with infill brick masonry for walls and
floors/roofs. They have typical flat, modern roof form with minimal overhang and have
double-loaded corridor plan with linear block, L-layout, or T_layout plan form.
It was determined that there were not many differences between building Type 2 and
Type3. Therefore to justify another building type it was decided that Type2 and Type 3 be
clubbed together as Type 3 for further analysis. Figure 3.11 assembles photos of surveyed
existing school buildings been classified into the two different building types.
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a. Building Type 1: Rural School Building

Figure 3.12: Building Type 1 – Rural School Building Site Plan
Architecture Overview
The School is a 33 years old (circa 1979) single story building having Mediterranean style
architecture located in rural regions of Albania. The school has a U-shaped plan consisting
of classrooms, corridor, computer lab, and office spaces. The exterior and interior walls are
made of brick and finished with stucco on exterior and with cement plaster on interior
walls. The classrooms have ample daylight coming through window openings with not
much need for artificial lighting. The roof is supported by wooden battens and rafter with
clay tiles on the exterior.
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Existing Building Condition.
Consistent with pre-2000 Albanian schools, the building has not received any significant
upgrades or improvements in the last 20 years. It lacks the basic amenities and modern
HVAC systems. The building has no heating or cooling system to mitigate against extreme
weather conditions. The existing roof construction results in high amount of heat loss

a. Existing School Building

b. Roof Exterior

c. Roof detail from inside

d. Classroom with wood stove

Figure 3.13 (a, b, c, d) show the exiting building Type 1 interiors and exteriors. (Refer
Appendix A for architectural floor plans of building Type 1)
during the winters which compromises the interior space comfort. The building electrical
wiring is not adequate for any kind of lighting and plug load requirement. Classrooms are
typically lit through a single incandescent lamp hung from the ceiling on exposed wires.
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b. Building Type 3 – Urban Building

Figure 3.14: Building Type 3 – Urban School Building Site Plan
Architecture Overview
This 46 years old (Circa 1968) school building is a three story structure built in early
modern era of school construction for the higher grades and located in urban locations. It
is a framed structure with high mass construction and has significant amount of daylighting
coming through window openings.
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Existing Building Condition.
The school has not received any upgrades for last 20 years and lacks the basic modern
amenities and facilities. Most of the window panes are broken which make the indoor space
very uncomfortable during the cold winters and hot summer months.

a. Type3 Building Front

b. Type 3 Building Rear

c. Central Corridor

d. Wall detail

e. Typical Type 3 Classroom

Figure 3.15, (a, b, c, d, e,) show the exiting building Type 3 interiors and exteriors. (Refer
to Appendix A for architectural floor plans of building Type 3)
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The school is able to barely function for so long only due to high mass construction and
ample of daylighting through windows. The school building does not have any kind of
heating or cooling systems. The classrooms have typically single incandescent lamps hung
from ceiling on exposed wires or two. 4 feet single florescent lamp fixtures. Electrical
service to the building and the existing electrical wiring systems are not adequate for
lighting and plug loads requirements.

3.3 Building design upgrades
It is decided that the building design be upgraded from their exiting condition and classified
into three different retrofit Tiers for further comparison and analysis of the energy use and
thermal comfort. The different cases mentioned below will be evaluated.
a. Tier 1: The existing building is upgraded by (Refer Appendix B for specification)
1. Repairing /replacing the broken glass windows with clear glass with aluminum
frame.
2. Repairing / replacing existing broken fluorescent light fixtures with T8 lights.
3. Installing new electrical system including wiring, panels, outlets, switches
4. Installing new low voltage wiring for computer network systems and existing
computer room internet, phone
b. Tier 2: building upgrades include the following
1. Adding new exterior rigid insulation and stucco system to exterior building walls
2. Adding insulation to building roof
3. Replacing all windows with quality, operable, dual pane, low emissivity windows
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4. Adding of exterior louvers on south and west sides of building for coastal climate
zone only for building shading
5. Installing interior window shades
6. Installing in each class wall mounted ceiling fans in Coastal and Hilly/Pre
mountainous regions and mountainous regions.
c. Tier 3: Upgrade work is aimed at improving the building sustainability by addition of
passive and active energy systems. Three cases identified
1. Addition of Solar thermal system for radiant space heating
2. Solar thermal system for hot water
3. Solar photovoltaic system to take care of the electric load due to plug loads and
lighting.
The above three Tier upgrades are evaluated against three scenarios to determine energy
consumption and indoor comfort percentages for each case. (Refer Appendix B for detailed
specification)
1. No Heating and Cooling (PLL)
2. Heating Energy with Baseboard (H+PLL)
3. Heating and Cooling System (HC+PLL)

3.4 Building Codes and standards
The following building codes and standard formed the basis of creating the building
specification for each building upgrade Tiers (See Appendix B for Tier Specification)
a. Standards Adopted by Albania Ministry of Education, (December 2012, Guidance for
Designing the School Building, Norms and Standards, Volume I, General Guidelines.)
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The guide prepared for the ministry of education, science and technology (MEST) of
Kosova describes the necessary educational building facilities by Type, size and
specification as per the standards and requirements set by the ministry of education for
public schools in urban and rural areas in Albania. The standard describes individual design
concepts based on location, Building Type, school plan, size of the school capacity of
teaching room. The norms for built spaces include the internal spaces, outdoor spaces,
functionality and flexibility, design and aesthetics and cost and budget parameters. The
standard also mentions various parameters for comfort, some of them are meant to improve
climate comfort which can be achieved by passive design methods like building
orientation, location and size of the opening, thermal insulation etc., or through artificial
measures which includes mechanical and electrical methods like heating, ventilation and
air-conditioning. For visual comfort, it specifies the standard that need to be complied with
natural and artificial lighting. Other parameters which include heat, ventilation, hot water,
and design safety, systems for fire protection, maintenance, furnishing and equipment are
also addressed.

b. International Building Code 2012 (Building Codes Illustrated, Volume 6: Building
Codes Illustrated: A Guide to Understanding the 2012 International Building Code
(4th Edition ed.). (n.d.). John Wiley & Sons.)
This code is designed to meet the requirements of an up-to-date building code
addressing the design and installation of building systems emphasizing performance. It also
safeguards against public health and safety in all communities, large and small. This
building code establishes minimum regulations for building systems using prescriptive and
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performance-related provisions. It is founded on broad-based principles that make possible
use of new materials and new building designs. The International Building Code has many
benefits. It provides a model code development process which offers an international forum
for building professional to discuss performance and prescriptive code requirements. This
model code also encourages international consistency in the application of provisions.

c. European (EU) Standards
The European standard are standards developed by European Committee of
Standardization (CEN), which is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to foster the
European economy in global trading, the welfare of European citizens and the environment
by providing an efficient infrastructure to interested parties for the development,
maintenance and distribution of coherent sets of standards and specifications. CEN has
created a set of technical rules for structural design of construction works in European
Union, these rules are called as Euro codes. The purpose of these codes is to provide
European Union Law compliance with the requirements for mechanical strength and
stability and safety; they also provide a basis for construction and engineering contract
specifications and provide a framework for creating harmonized technical specifications
for building products

d. Sustainability Standards
i.

US LEED

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) is a set of rating systems
for the design, construction, operation, and maintenance of green buildings, homes and
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neighborhoods. LEED has been designed by U.S Green Building Council (USGBC), and
its intention is to provide help to building owners and operators to be environmentally
responsible and use the resources efficiently.

ii. British BREEAM Rating Systems
Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM),
is a method of assessing, rating, and certifying the sustainability of buildings. It is one of
the earliest environmental assessment methods and was developed in United Kingdom in
1990. BREEAM has been created to raise awareness amongst owners, occupiers, designers
and operators of the benefits of sustainability. It helps adoption of sustainable solutions
which are cost effective and also makes them environmentally friendly which provides a
market recognition of their achievements.

e. ASHRAE 55 (Adaptive Comfort Standard)
The standard provides acceptable range of indoor conditions that are acceptable to
accomplish thermal comfort for occupants. The ASHRAE adaptive model provides a
relationship between operative temperature for indoor comfort and mean monthly outdoor
temperature for naturally ventilated spaces.
3.5 Tools used for analysis
a. Climate Consultant
Climate Consultant was used to analyze the climate data for each location. It is an easy
to use free graphic software which helps one to understand the required climate data. It
uses EPW file format weather data to generate meaningful graphs. Based on the
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comfort model selected, the climate consultant produces monthly graphs showing
temperatures range, radiation range, illumination range, sky cover and wind velocity
range, sun shading charts, 2D and 3D graphs for solar radiation and psychometric
charts. The program also suggests design strategies which can be adopted for the
specified climate zone. Based on these factors one can analyze the impact of climate
on the performance of the building.
b. Autodesk Ecotect
Ecotect is a 3D analysis program by Autodesk, which can be used to analyze various
aspects of building performance. For this study, Ecotect was used to analyze the
weather data and to determine the comfort %for using passive design techniques like
natural ventilation, thermal mass effect and solar heating.
c. AutoCAD 2015
The existing building prototype drawings were drafted in AutoCAD which is a 2D and
3D design and drafting software developed by Autodesk.
d. eQuest
eQuest is one of the most popular and widely used energy modelling software for
detailed building design analysis .It is built on the powerful DOE2.2 energy simulation
engine. In this research, the eQuest simulation software was used to predict hourly
energy use in conditioned spaces, and hourly indoor temperature for unconditioned
spaces each zones for building Type 1 and Type 3.
e. PV Watts
PV Watts online software was used to determine the monthly energy generated from
the photovoltaic system. It has been developed by the National Renewable Energy
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Laboratory (NREL) which provides estimates of the electricity production and cost of
energy of grid connected photovoltaic energy system for numerous locations
worldwide.
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION SCENARIOS OF ENERGY USE & INDOOR OCCUPANT COMFORT
This chapter describes various scenarios which were identified and then simulated
to determine energy use and indoor occupant comfort. The simulations were performed on
an hourly basis using actual climatic data from the Albanian locations which are then
combined into monthly and annual estimates for reporting and analysis purposes.
4.1 Energy calculations
The numerous scenarios identified for simulation and analysis consist of are
summarized in a flowchart depicted in Figure 4.1 and briefly described below:

Figure 4.1 Overview of different scenarios considered for energy and comfort analysis.
1. Climate Zones: Three cities representative of the diversity of climate zones to be
found in Albania were identified (Refer to Chapter 4: 4.1 Climate Analysis)
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a. Coastal Climate : Durres
b. Hilly/Pre-mountainous climate : Tirana
c. Mountainous climate: Korca
2. Building Type (refer to Chapters 4: 4.2 Building Design):
a. Type 1: This represents a typical single story school building located in rural
regions of Albania having a total floor area of 590.8 m2.
b. Type 3: This represents a typical three story school building in urban areas
of Albania having total floor area of 2594.61m2.
3. Upgrade  Levels:  Two  “Tiers”  of  building  upgrades  were  identified  (explained  fully  
in Appendix B).
a. Tier 1 : It includes the following upgrades to the conditions in the majority
of the existing schools:
i. Repair/replace current windows with aluminum frames with single
glazing.
ii. Repair/replace existing fluorescent light fixtures.
iii. Install a new electrical system.
iv. Install new low voltage wiring for computer network systems and
existing computer room (which will include 1 new copier, 1 new
printer ,6 new computers and 1 projector with 1 laptop)
b. Tier 2: This would represent upgrades to Tier 1. It will include following
upgrades:
i. Addition of new exterior rigid insulation and exterior stucco to
exterior building walls.
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ii. Added insulation to roof
iii. Replace all existing windows to operable double low-e windows.
iv. Add exterior louvers on south and west sides of building (coastal
climate zone only) for building shading.
v. Install wall mounted electric fans to provide ventilation and crossflow to enhance indoor comfort.
4. Building Orientation: In order to evaluate the effect of building orientation, while
limiting the number of scenarios, only two orientation were assumed north-south
and East-west axis. Analyzing these two extreme cases would allow us to evaluate
the importance of building orientation on our analysis results.
5. Energy use simulations for the following instances are to be done:
a. No Heating & Cooling provided to the school building but includes electric
plug loads and lights ( PLL)
b. Heating system provided to supply thermal energy with baseboard terminal
devices plus electric plug loads and lights (H+PLL)
c. Heating & Cooling system with split air-conditioner plus electric plug loads
and lights ( HC+PLL)
Altogether, the various combinations result in 36 scenarios for which energy
simulations were performed whose results are assembled in Appendices C and D.
6. Inclusion of Renewable Energy systems. Two different types of solar systems are
to be evaluated:
a. Solar photovoltaic system on building roof to meet the PLL loads
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b. Solar water heater to meet the thermal heating and service hot water needs
of the school

Figure 4.2 3D rendering of building Type 3 modeled in eQuest software.
The existing building layout is first sketched in Autocad 2014 software and then
imported into the detailed building energy software program eQuest.The eQuest software
was deemed most suitable to perform simulations to determine comfort energy needed in
all the various scenarios shown in Figure 4.1. Some important considerations are described
below:
(i)

Daylight sensors are assumed to be present along each building
periphery zone so as to allow eQuest to consider the control option that
lights could be switched off when there is adequate daylight. Though in
actuality such sensors are not to be installed, such an assumption would
replicate the actual case where the switching off lights will be done
manually by the occupants.
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(ii)

The glass Type for windows were seleted depending on the thermal heat
loss coefficient (U-value) , solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) and
visible transmittance (VT) required for each climate.

(iii)

Window overhangs were assumed on the south and west side of
buildings located in coastal climate only.

(iv)

Four separate zones long the four perimeter direction with no inner or
core zone were considered for building Type 1 and Type 3.

(v)

Occupied period for both building types is taken to be 7am to 7pm.The
school is considered to be closed on Saturdays and Sundays.

(vi)

The building set point temperature for heating is taken to be 64 oF for
unoccupied hours and 70oF for occupied hours. For cooling, the set point
is taken to be 82oF during unoccupied hours and 74oF during occupied
hours. The temperatures are assumed based on Adaptive model for 80 %
acceptable range.

Further detailed specifications considered during the eQuest model development are
described in Appendix B. The results generated from eQuest for each instance are then
exported to a spreedsheet program for further analysis.
4.2 Indoor thermal comfort calculations
The analysis also requires that indoor thermal comfort conditions be predicted for the
existing schools under two scenarios.
1. No heating and no cooling (PLL)
2. Heating energy with baseboard (H+PLL)
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Existing software programs which could calculate the hourly indoor temperature for
given climatic conditions, wind velocity, temperature and direction when the windows are
open are far too complex and inappropriate for the scope and objective of the present study.
The eQuest simulation tool used for energy analysis is also able to predict hourly indoor
temperatures when the windows are closed and when no heating or cooling system is
present. Consequently, the indoor hourly temperatures for the whole year and for each zone
of the building were generated in eQuest, and then exported into a spreadsheet program for
further analysis. The data is first sorted on an hourly basis to limit the analysis only to
occupied hours (7am to 7pm), and the remaining data representative of unoccupied periods
was discarded. Next, the temperatures for each zone were converted from degree
Fahrenheit to degree Celsius for the above two conditions.
The ASHRAE adaptive model provides a relationship between operative temperature
for indoor comfort and mean monthly outdoor temperature for naturally ventilated spaces.
This model was deemed most appropriate for the types of conditions prevailing in Albanian
schools. The Adaptive model is given by the following equation (also plotted in Figure 4.3)
Top,comf = 17.8+0.31 x To
where,
Top,comf = operative temperature for indoor comfort, and
To = outdoor temperature.
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Figure 4.3 Acceptable operative temperature range for naturally conditioned spaces from
ASHRAE standard 55, 2004
People in Albania have been acclimatized to indoor higher temperatures and higher
humidity levels in summer than their counterparts in Europe or America. Therefore,
thermal comfort in naturally ventilated spaces (i.e. which have openable windows which
can be adjusted by the occupant as required) is assumed to conform to the 80 % acceptable
limit shown in Figure 4.3 (ASHRAE standard 55, 2004).
Metabolic rate is taken to be 0.8 met (sitting / walking) and clothing level is
assumed to be 0.4 clo in summer and 1.0 clo in winter. For the Albania climate, the
80%acceptable range for outdoor air temperature can be taken as: 17.4 oC to 31.4 oC (see
Figure 4.3). Temperatures above and below this range will likely result in occupants being
uncomfortable. Next, the total number of occupied hours during each month when
occupants are likely to experience comfort can be determined from the outdoor air
temperature and the indoor temperature for each zone predicted by eQuest. This
information along with knowing the number of occupants in each of the zones allows
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monthly comfort percent for each zone to be is determined. Table 4.1 shows the total
number of occupants in each zone per floor for building Type 1 and Type 3. Table 4.2
shows the monthly comfort percent values for each zone based on the 80% acceptable
range and assumptions stated below.
Table 4.1 Total number of occupants per floor in each zone for building Type1 and Type3

Table 4.2 Monthly comfort percent values determined for each of the four zone for
Building Type 3

Further assumptions considered during the comfort analysis are stated below:
1.

Windows will be assumed to be opened when outdoor air conditions are able to
provide better comfort than indoor conditions with windows closed.

2.

Tier 1 does not have any electric fans to draw outdoor air into the building.
Natural ventilation during times when windows are open will be inadequate to
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flush out the hotter indoor air. Consequently a simplified assumption was made
that the indoor comfort percentage will be equal to the average of outdoor
comfort and indoor comfort percentages.
3.

For Tier 2, when the windows are open the indoor comfort percent is assumed
to be equal to the outdoor comfort %since electric fans would adequately
ventilate the indoor spaces.

4.

100 % comfort is assumed for interior spaces when the building is fully
conditioned (HC+PLL).

4.3 Solar system calculations
4.3.1

PV System electric output

Renewable energy systems are a means for existing schools to be self-sustaining in
energy and not rely on the electric grid which is intermittent. This would also reduce
operational energy demand.
Electricity from solar photovoltaic systems can meet requirements for plug loads
and lights including ventilation fans for the Tier 2 upgrade scenarios under (H+PLL)
heating energy only. The PV calculations are performed assuming building to be orientated
north- south which favors solar energy collection. To determine the energy generated from
the photovoltaic system, an online software program called PV- Watts was used. PV- Watts
has been developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) and can
provide estimates of the electricity production and cost of energy of grid connected
photovoltaic energy system for numerous locations worldwide. Currently PV- Watts
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defaults to the location closest to the city under study which has a TMY 2 weather file.
Since the weather data for Durres/Tirana/Korca are not available within PV-Watts, the
closest location with TMY 2 data was Podgorica, Serbia and Montenegro for PV
calculations. The PV system capacity is calculated based on the roof area available for PV
system installation corrected for a ground cover ratio factor which is described further
below.
Standard crystalline silicon module with a glass cover with approximate efficiency
of 14 percent is assumed. This module has a temperature degradation coefficient of -0.47
percent per degree Celsius. PV module in this array is assumed to be fixed roof mount
facing south direction. For Building Type 1, solar PV panels are assumed to be deployed
only on the south elevation with a tilt of 34o (roof area = 64 m2), whereas for Building Type
3 the panel are assumed to be placed on the flat roof top (roof area = 864 m2), with a tilt of
20o.The azimuth angle for the PV systems is taken to be due south. Ground coverage ratio
which is the ratio of module surface area to the area of the ground or roof occupied by the
array is taken to be 0.5.This is a realistic value suggested by PV-Watts itself for such PV
systems. The system loss which include AC to DC conversion, power conditioning and
wire losses as well as reduction in the incident solar radiation from shading (caused by the
objects near the array due to surrounding buildings or trees) is taken to be 14% (which is a
standard value assumed in numerous studies). Based on above specification PV- Watts
calculates monthly solar radiation (kWh/m2/day) and AC energy (kWh/month) generated
by PV system. This data is then exported to the spreadsheet program for further
investigation. The output results generated by PV-Watts are for Podgorica, Serbia and
Montenegro weather file. The predicted monthly kWh values are corrected by considering
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the difference between average monthly solar radiation for Durres/Tirana/Korca and those
of Podgorica, Serbia and Montenegro. This is simply done as follows:
E2 = E1 x R2/R1
where
E2 = Monthly AC energy output by the PV system for of Durres/Tirana/Korca
E1= Monthly AC energy output by the PV system located in Podgorica, Serbia and
Montenegro (Predicted by PV-Watts)
R2= Monthly mean horizontal global solar radiation at Durres/Tirana/Korca
R1= Monthly mean horizontal global solar radiation at solar radiation at Podgorica, Serbia
and Montenegro
Table 4.2 assembles month-by-month values of the energy generated by a PV system for
building Type 3 located in Durres/Tirana/Korca. The data is further used to estimate the
monthly %load met by PV system for Durres /Tirana / Korca. The resulting values are
tabulated and plotted in graphs in Appendix E. Table 4.3 presents the month-by-month
values of the percentages of the total building load (which could be PLL or H+PLL) met
by the PV system. These percentage ratios are often shown as ratio fractions and are
referred  to  as  monthly  “solar  fractions”  in  the  solar  energy  literature.
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Table 4.2: Building Type 3, Table showing monthly energy generated by PV system for
Durres/Tirana/Korca.

Table 4.3: Building Type 3, showing the monthly energy load met by PV system.

* PV calculations are done only for North-south Building Orientation
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4.3.2

Solar water heater

Onsite solar water heater (SHW) option is analyzed for Tier 2 upgrade for
Durres/Tirana/Korca to determine how much of the building heating load can be met using
a SHW system which covers the entire roofs of the buildings. Calculation are done
assuming the efficiency of SHW to be four times the efficiency of PV panel’s i.e. around
45 % (which is realistic but simplified assumption). Table 4.4 assembles values of the
monthly heating loads, the amount in kWh of thermal energy supplied by the SHW system,
and the solar percentages for building Type 3 for Durres/Tiran/Korca.
Table 4.4 Building Type 3, Calculation showing loads met by SHW for
Durres/Tirana/Korca.

Based on the above calculations the results are futher compared and analysed with graphs
(Appendix F ) to determine the monthly %of SHW loads for Durres/Tirana/Korca.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Evaluation of energy performance
5.1.1 Analysis for PLL scenario
a. Building Type1- Rural
The total annual energy consumption by end use is divided into two categories,
namely, area lights and plug loads. The energy use results obtained from eQuest simulation
software for all three climate zones (i.e. Durres, Tirana, and Korca) indicate that area
lighting energy use is slightly higher (51%) compared to that for plug loads (49% ).

Figure 5.1 Annual energy consumption for Durres Tier 1 and Tier 2.
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Figure 5.1 shows energy consumption due to building plug loads and area lights for
Durres for both tiers and for two building orientations considered. None of these factors
have any effect on relative split between plug and light loads. A closer inspection of Table
5.1 reveals that there is slight increase in plug loads for Tier 2 compared to Tier 1 which is
due to the additional fan load in Tier 2. The annual energy consumption due to plug loads
is constant for Tier 1 and Tier 2 for north-south and East-west building orientations for the
three climate zones. Area lighting, however, varies with each climate and building
orientation.
Table 5.1 Annual energy use (kWh) for building Type 1

b. Building Type 3 – Urban
For this building type, we observe for all three climate zones that the energy
consumption from plug load is 59 % whereas for area lighting it is 41 % (see Figure 5.2).
As seen in Table 5.2, the plug loads are identical for north-south and East-west building
orientation. On the other hand, the lighting loads vary due to variation in daylighting levels
for each climate and building orientation.
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Table 5.2 Annual energy use (kWh) for building Type 3

Figure 5.2 Annual energy consumption for Tirana
5.1.2 Analysis for H+PLL scenario
a. Building Type1- Rural
Heating energy with baseboard has been calculated for retrofit types Tier 1 and Tier
2 and assembled in Table 5.3. In Durres, heating is required from November to April (see
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Figure 5.3 Graphs of monthly heating energy with baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south
and East-west orientations (Durres).

Figure 5.4 Graphs of monthly heating energy with baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south
and East-west orientations (Tirana)

Figure 5.5 Graphs of monthly heating energy with baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south
and East-west orientations (Korca)
Figure 5.3), for Tirana heating is required from October to April (see Figure 5.4) and for
Korca, which is located at a higher altitude, heating is required from September to June
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(See Figure 5.5). Refer to Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 for monthly heating loads for Durres, Tirana
and Korca respectively for north-south and east –west orientations.
Table 5.3 H+PLL building Type1, Annual energy consumption (kWh)

The annual energy consumption results assembled in Table 5.3 reveal that a building
oriented East-west consumes more energy as compared to one with north-south orientation.
The energy load from miscellaneous equipment is constant while lighting loads vary
slightly throughout the year. Refer to Appendix C for detailed monthly energy load
consumption for all three climate zones. The heating loads for all three locations are higher
for Tier 1 building configuration as compared to Tier 2 by about 22 percent.
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Table 5.4 H+PLL building Type 1, Annual energy use percent and saving between Tier 1
& Tier 2

Table 5.4 shows energy consumption and savings due to space heating between
Tier 1 and Tier 2 for all three locations. Note that savings range from 3% to 9 % with them
being higher for Durres than Korca. Also, building orientation has very little effect. For
example, the savings for Durres drop from 9 % for an East-west orientated building to 8%
for one oriented north-south. However this trend is reversed for Korca.
b. Building Type3- Urban
The energy consumption due to space heating is highest in January for all three locations.
Heating is required for Durres from November to April (see Figure 5.6), for Tirana from
October to April (see Figure 5.7), while for Korca heating energy is required from October
to June (see Figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.6 Graphs for monthly heating and cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and Eastwest orientations (Durres)

Figure 5.7 Graphs of monthly heating energy with baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south
and East-west orientations (Tirana)

Figure 5.8 Graphs of monthly heating energy with baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south
and East-west orientations (Korca).
The energy consumption in a building oriented East-west (except Tirana) is greater than
one with north-south building orientation. Table 5.5 assembles the values of annual energy
consumption due to heating energy with baseboard.
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Table 5.5 H+PLL building Type 3, Annual energy consumption.

Table 5.6 Annual energy use and saving for building Type 3

Table 5.6 summarizes the annual space heating energy consumption between Tier 1 and
Tier 2. It reveals that Tier 2 upgrades would result in greater energy savings as compared
to Tier 1 for all climates. This was expected, but the numerical values of the savings (see
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Table 5.6) which range from 7%to 12 %could only be determined by careful building
energy simulation using eQuest software. Building orientation did not have any effect on
energy savings.
5.1.3 Analysis for HC+PLL
a. Building Type1- Rural
The energy consumption due to space cooling is higher than space heating for
Durres and Tirana; while for Korca, space heating is higher than space cooling. For Durres
and Tirana, July and August are the peak months where energy consumption due to cooling
is found to be very high (Appendix C assembles graphs and monthly table for energy
consumption for building Type 1).
Table 5.7 HC+PLL, Annual energy consumption for building Type 1

For building Type 1, Table 5.7 summarizes the annual energy consumption for Tier 1 and
Tier 2 for Durres, Tirana and Korca. Table 5.8 summarizes the annual energy use and
savings for Tier 1 and Tier 2 for north-south and east-west oriented building. The savings
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from Tier 2 to Tier 1 ranges from 13 percent to 16 percent. The effect of orientation is
negligible.
Table 5.8 building Type 1, Annual energy use and saving

b. Building Type3 – Urban
For building Type 3, the energy consumption due to space heating is greater than
space cooling for all three locations. Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11 summarize the monthly
heating and cooling energy consumption needed for the school buildings in Durres, Tirana
and Korca respectively. The plug loads are constant throughout the year for Tier1 and Tier
2, while lighting load varies slightly. Energy consumption due to space heating is highest
for Korca Tier 1 (81 %) and Tier 2 (55 %). The energy consumption and savings due to
space heating and cooling for Tier 1 and Tier 2(shown in Table 5.9) are in the range of 9%
to 11 %
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Figure 5.9 Graphs for monthly heating and cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and Eastwest orientations (Durres)

Figure 5.10 Graphs for monthly heating and cooling with (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south
and East-west orientations (Tirana)

Figure 5.11 Graphs for monthly heating and cooling with (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south
and East-west orientations (Korca)
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Table 5.9 HC+PLL building Type 3, Annual energy use and saving between Tier 1 and
Tier 2

5.1.4 Analysis for Solar Photovoltaic System
a. Building Type1- Rural
Installing a solar photovoltaic system provides onsite electricity
which could satisfy the building lighting and plug loads for Tier 2 upgrade. The month by
month electricity generation and the percent of load are assembled in Table 5.10. From
Chapter 4, recall that a standard polycrystalline silicon solar photovoltaic system with
about 14 % efficiency has been assumed with the PV panels placed on the south side of the
sloping roof for building Type 1 with a tilt of 34o. The PV system would be able to meet
45 % of annual average load for Durres, 44 % for Tirana and 41 % for Korca. For Durres,
the highest electric load demand (844 kWh/month) is in January and the PV system is able
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to meets 46 % of this amount. The lowest electric load required is in the month of
November for Durres and the PV system is able to meet 58 % of this need. The solar load
fraction from PV is highest in November (58 %) and least in February (38 %) for Durres.
Table 5.10 Building Type 1, Monthly loads met by PV system for Durres, Tirana, Korca

The highest electric load for Tirana is in December (902 kWh) and PV meets 40%of the
load, while the lowest solar fraction is in May (47percent). For Korca, 34%is the highest
solar fraction for PV which occurs in December while PV fraction is lowest in May (48
percent).
b. Building Type 3- Urban with entire roof covered with PV
The PV system is located on the flat roof covering an area of 864 m2. For a
Type 3 building, the total energy generated by PV would exceed the total building energy
load required if the PV system were to cover the entire roof area (corrected of course for
the ground cover ratio assumed). Table 5.11 shows that for Durres in the month of
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November, the solar percentage would reach a maximum value of 175 %, while for Tirana
it is 159 % in May and 172 % in May for Korca. For Durres, PV generates an excess of 45
% electric energy in January which has the highest electric load. For Tirana, the surplus is
30 % and for Korca 18 % in December when the electric load is maximum.
Table 5.11 Building Type 3, Monthly loads met by PV system for Durres, Tirana, Korca

Building Type 3- Urban with no net electric sell back by the PV system
Since the PV system assumed to cover the entire roof area of a Type 3 building is able to
generate electricity in excess to its needs, this would require net sell-back to the grid at the
monthly levels. We have considered another case which is likely to be more cost effective.
This scenario does not involve selling excess electricity generated back to the grid but
sizing the PV system so that there is no net sell-back even for the most critical month (of
course, for the other months, electricity must be purchased). For example, in Durres, the
minimum electric load is during November with 2,164 kWh requirement. The PV system
is sized such that it generates just this amount of electricity in November. Consequently,
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the school will have to purchase electricity during the other months of the year as shown.
The PV system sizes required are shown in Table 5.12. We note, for example, that for
Durres, the PV module area will be 248 sq.m (down from 432 sq.m had the entire roof been
used). Similar PV module areas for Tirana and Korca can also be found in Table 5.12.
Table 5.12 PV system sizing to avoid electric sell-back to grid
Durres

Tirana

Korca

Area of roof (sq.m)

864

864

864

Ground cover ratio

0.5

0.5

0.5

PV module area if all roof covered (sq.m)

432

432

432

Highest electric load (kWh)

2954 (Jan)

3019 (Dec)

3255 (Dec)

Lowest electric load (kWh)

2164 (Nov)

2226 (May)

2227 (May)

PV module for month with highest load (sq.m)

296

332

367

PV module for month with lowest load (sq.m)

248

255

251

Annual electric energy purchased from grid for

3469

3340

5315

88

89

83

PV sized for lowest load (kWh)
Annual solar fraction (%) for PV sized to meet
the lowest electric load

If PV system were sized to meet the electric load of highest month see Table 5.12 then in
this case there will be net electric sell back during certain months. With a PV system sized
to meet the lowest electric load an annual electric energy that needs to be purchased from
the grid is 3469 kWh for Durres, 3340 kWh for Tirana and 5315 kWh for Korca. The solar
PV system is able to meet 88 % of the annual electric load for Durres, 89 % in Tirana and
83 % for Korca (see Table 5.12).
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5.1.5 Analysis for solar water heater
a. Building Type1- Rural
The solar water heating system is meant to meet the space heating loads of the
buildings. Table 5.13 assembles the monthly values of the heating energy required, along
with the SHW output and solar load fraction for all three locations. For example, the SHW
systems meets 53 % of the heating energy load in January when demand for heating energy
is maximum. For Tirana the solar fraction are 49 %, and 30 % for Korca. Energy provided
by SHW greatly exceeds the heating load of the building for more than 5 months of the
year; from April to November for Durres, April to October for Tirana and May to October
for Korca. This is not surprising since the heating loads during the summer months and for
some of the swing months is very low.
Table 5.13 Building Type 1, Monthly heating energy load met by SHW for Durres, Tirana
and Korca.
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Figure 5.12 is a histogram of monthly heating load required and the solar load fractions
met by the SHW system for Korca. The heating energy demand is from November to April
and SHW meets an average of 44 % of the heating energy requirement. (Refer to Appendix
C for graphs showing monthly heating load met by SHW for Durres and Tirana)

Figure 5.12 Building Type 1, Monthly heating energy load met by SHW for Korca.

b. Building Type3- Urban
From Table 5.14 we observe that SHW meets 83 % of highest heating energy load
in January for Durres, 78 % for Tirana and 49 % for Korca. The SHW system produces
energy greatly in excess during the summer months when there is little or no heating energy
load for all three climate zones. The highest amount of energy produced from SHW is in
the month of May for Durres, June for Tirana and July for Korca. Figure 5.13 shows graph
of monthly heating load of the building required and the energy delivered by SHW for
Korca. The heating load is maximum during winters from December to March and lowest
from May to October.
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Table 5.14 Type 3, Monthly heating energy load met by SHW for Durres, Tirana and Korca

Figure 5.13 Building Type 3 monthly heating energy load met by SHW for Korca.
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5.2 Thermal Comfort Analysis
5.2.1 Analysis for PLL
a. Building Type1- Rural

Figure 5.14 PLL: Monthly comfort percentages for Tirana when windows are closed
Figure 5.14 assembles plots of occupant comfort percentages for each month of the
year at Tirana with windows closed. During the summer months, the discomfort percent
for indoor spaces is greater for Tier 2 than Tier 1 since the windows are assumed closed
and the improved insulation results in over-heating the interior spaces. On the other hand,
during the winter months, indoor conditions in Tier 2 are more comfortable than those of
Tier 1. It is also observed that when the outdoor comfort is very low, Tier 2 allows an
average acceptable comfort of 91% to be achieved while Tier 1 has an acceptable comfort
of only 50 %. Indoor comfort in Tier 1 is greater than Tier 2 when the outdoor comfort
percent is higher than indoor comfort percent.
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The above observations pertain to the case when windows are always kept closed.
As described in the previous chapter, it is logical to assume instead that windows will be
(manually) opened when the outdoor conditions are more comfortable than those indoors.
Such a control has been assumed in this analysis as well. From Figure 5.14 for Tirana,

Figure 5.15 PLL: Monthly comfort percentages for Tirana when windows are open for
outdoor and two retrofit Tier types.
opening the windows from May to September greatly enhances indoor comfort conditions.
The occupant comfort percentages increase drastically for both Tier 1 and Tier 2 compared
to when windows are closed especially in the summer months. From Table 5.15, we note
for example with north-south building orientation, that for Durres when the windows are
open during the summer, the comfort percentage for T1 are about 61% and for T2 is 89 %
For Tirana the comfort percent for T1 is 60 % and for T2 it is 87 %, for Korca the indoor
comfort percent for T1 is 53 % and for T2 it is 75 %.
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Table 5.15 Building Type 1 summary of Annual thermal comfort with openable windows
for PLL scenario

b. Building Type3- Urban

Figure 5.16 PLL: Monthly Comfort percentages for Durres when windows are closed
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The same effect of openable windows in summer is also noted for the other two
locations. Figure 5.16 indicates that for Durres when the windows are closed, the comfort
percentage for Tier 2 from November to May is higher compared to those for Tier 1 and
for outdoor conditions. However Tier 1 comfort percentage is greater during the summer
months as compared to Tier 2. The comfort percentage of Tier 2 is lower than the outdoor
comfort from May to August. On the other hand, the comfort for Tier 1 is lower than
outdoors from June to September. We note that in August, Tier 2 has 0 % comfort when
the windows are closed while Tier 1 has a comfort of 50 %. Generally, when the outdoor
comfort percentage is better than indoor the drop in comfort percentage is higher for Tier
2 during the summer months compared to Tier 1.

Figure 5.17 Monthly Comfort percentage for Durres when windows are open in summer
for outdoor and two retrofit Tier types.

When the windows are opened, the comfort percentage for Tier 2 are assumed to
be same as outdoor comfort, while for Tier 1 the comfort percentage drops slightly. From
Figure 5.17 which shows monthly comfort percentage for Durres, it can be noted that the
comfort percentage for Tier 1 is 78 % in august when the outdoor comfort is 95 % .From
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July to September the indoor comfort percentage is lower than the outdoor comfort
percentage for Tier1.
Table 5.16 Building Type 3 summary of annual thermal comfort for PLL scenario

Table 5.16 Summarizes the acceptable comfort percentages achieved for northsouth, east –west building orientation for Durres, Tirana, and Korca for Tier 1 and Tier 2
upgrades (Refer Appendix D for detailed monthly thermal comfort for each building
zones).We notice that retrofit type T2, even without a heating or cooling system would
provide the best indoor comfort ranging from about 64 % (for Korca) to about 87 % (for
Durres) and 79 % (for Tirana).The effect of building orientation is small, about 2 – 5
percentage points, the north-south orientation yielding higher comfort. The improvement
in comfort from T1 to T2 is substantial; about a 20 % absolute point increase. Even T1
improves indoor comfort compared to outdoor by about 5 – 6 % absolute points.
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5.2.2 Analysis for H+PLL
a. Building Type1- Rural

Figure 5.18 H+PLL: Monthly Comfort percentage with heating for Tirana when windows
are open in summer for outdoor and two retrofit Tier types.
If space heat is available, Tier 1 and Tier 2 retrofits in buildings are able to achieve
100 % comfort even when the outdoor comfort is very low. In Figure 5.18, the monthly
comfort with heating for Tirana shows 100 % comfort from September to May when
outdoor comfort is low. From May to September when the windows are assumed to be
open, the indoor comfort for Tier 2 is identical to that for outdoor conditions while Tier 1
comfort increases compared to when the windows were closed.
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Table 5.17 Building Type 1 summary of annual thermal comfort for H+PLL scenario

Table 5.17 assembles the annual comfort percentage for the H+PLL Building Type
1 scenario for all three locations. Even when average annual outdoor comfort is low, Tier
1 is able to attain 87 % average annual comfort, while Tier 2 can achieve up to 96 % in
Durres. For Tirana and Korca, Tier 1 is able to achieve above 90 % comfort however Tier
2 achieves 97 % comfort.
b. Building Type 3 - Urban
Figure 5.19 assembles the monthly comfort %with heating for Durres when
windows are closed. The comfort percentage for Tier 2 drop more than those of Tier1 when
the windows are closed. Figure 5.19 indicates that for Durres, the comfort percentage for
Tier 2 is 50 % in August whereas for Tier 1 the indoor comfort is 80 %. From October to
June, 100 % comfort is achieved due to heating for Tier 1 and Tier 2 buildings.
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Figure 5.19 H+PLL: Monthly Comfort percentage with heating for Durres when windows
are closed in summer.

Figure 5.20 H+PLL: Monthly Comfort percentage with heating for Durres when windows
are open in summer.
Figure 5.20 indicates the monthly comfort percentage with heating for Durres when the
windows are opened in summer. From Figure 5.20 it is seen that the indoor comfort of Tier
1 and Tier 2 are greater when the windows are open compared to comfort percentage in
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Figure 5.19 when the windows are closed. For example in the month August when the
windows are closed (see Figure 5.19) the comfort percentage for Tier 1 is 79 % and Tier 2
is 48 % ,However when windows are opened (see figure 5.20) the indoor comfort for Tier
1 is 83 % and Tier 2 is 88 %.
Table 5.18 Building Type 3 summary of Annual thermal comfort for H+PLL scenario

From building Type 3 summary of Annual thermal comfort (Table 5.18), we note that for
H+PLL scenario, Tier 1 and Tier 2 buildings can both achieve more than 95 % comfort in
all three locations (Refer Appendix D for detail monthly acceptable comfort for each
building zones.)
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CHAPTER 6
CLOSURE
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
The objective of this research was to evaluate different retrofit strategies done to
existing school building designs in terms of energy use and thermal comfort in Albania and
identify energy efficient options for transforming the portfolio of exiting schools into
energy efficient Green Schools. It involves evaluating five discrete scenarios for each of
the three climatic zones selected. AutoCAD 2015 was used as a design tool for creating
existing building prototypes, eQuest software for energy performance simulation and to
predict the hourly indoor temperature of each zones of the building designs, PV Watts to
determine the monthly energy generated from the photovoltaic system, and Spreadsheet
programs for comparative energy analysis, to evaluate thermal comfort percentages, and to
perform solar photovoltaic and solar water heater calculations.
The following are a succinct list of critical observations and inferences derived from the
analysis
a) Energy use related
1. Overall we can conclude in all scenarios that the building orientation did not have
any major impact on energy consumption for all three locations. The east-west
building orientation was found to consume slightly more energy compared to northsouth building orientation
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2. The results for PLL energy consumption shows a slight increase in plug loads and
area lights in Tier 2 type of building retrofit compared to Tier 1 for both building
Type 1 and Type 3 in all three locations.
3. From the energy analysis table and graphs we can conclude that the heating demand
is mainly from November to April for all three locations for building Type 1 and
Type 3.
4. Comparing the three climate zones, we observed that energy consumption due to
heating is highest for Korca (building Type 1: Tier 1 (74 %), Tier 2 (71%), building
Type 3: Tier 1 (91%), Tier 2 (84%)) while energy consumption due to space heating
is least for Durres (building Type 1: Tier 1 (66 %), Tier 2 (57 %), building Type 3
Tier 1 (85 % , Tier 2 (73 %)) in both Tier 1 and Tier 2 upgrade for building Type 1
and Type 3.
5. For HC+PLL scenario, energy consumption in building Type 3 (see Table 5.9) due
to space heating is highest for Korca and least for Durres. The energy consumption
due to space cooling is least for Korca and highest for Tirana. In building Type 1
(see Table 5.8) the energy consumption due to space heating is highest in Korca
while for space cooling the energy consumption is highest in Durres.
6. Energy use analysis for HC+PLL for Building Type 1 shows that energy
consumption due to space cooling is greater than space heating in Durres and
Tirana, whereas for Korca the energy use due to space heat is higher than space
cooling. Therefore for building Type 1 cooling is required during the summer
months for Durres and Tirana while heating is needed for Korca.
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7.

From the overall analysis results for HC+PLL for building Type 3, we can
conclude that space heating is required for all three climate zones during the winter
months while space cooling is required only for Durres and Tirana in summer
months.

8. Table 6.1(H+PLL) and Table 6.2 (HC+PLL) shows the annual energy savings for
Tier 2 compared to Tier 1. For H+PLL and HC+PLL we can conclude that Tier 2
has higher energy savings therefore it is more efficient than Tier 1 for Durres,
Tirana and Korca for building Type 1 and Type 3 for both north - south and eastwest building orientation.
Table 6.1 H+PLL: Annual energy savings for Tier 2 compared to Tier 1.

Table 6.2 HC+PLL: Annual energy savings for Tier 2 compared to Tier 1.
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b) Thermal comfort related
The indoor thermal comfort was analyzed for PLL and H+PLL based on following
assumptions .Windows will be assumed to be opened when outdoor air conditions are
able to provide better comfort than indoor conditions with windows closed. Tier 1 does
not have any electric fans to draw outdoor air into the building. Natural ventilation
during times when windows are open will be inadequate to flush out the hotter indoor
air. Consequently a simplified assumption was made that the indoor comfort percentage
will be equal to the average of outdoor comfort and indoor comfort percentages. For
Tier 2, when the windows are open the indoor comfort percentage is assumed to be
equal to the outdoor comfort percentage since electric fans would adequately ventilate
the indoor spaces.100 % comfort is assumed for interior spaces when the building is
fully conditioned (HC+PLL). For HC+PLL it is obvious that 100 % indoor comfort is
achieved throughout the year since the school building has both heating and cooling
equipment, and so this case is of no particular interest.
1. For PLL the indoor comfort percentage for north-south building orientation and
east-west building orientation are almost same for Tier 1 and Tier 2 for building
Type 1(see Table 5.15) and building Type 3 (see Table 5.16).
2. In Building Type 1 (see Table 6.3) and Type 3(see Table 6.3), Tier 1 and Tier 2 are
able to achieve greater indoor comfort percentages compared to outdoor.
3. Comparing the indoor comfort percentages for Tier 1 and Tier 2 for building Type
1(see Appendix C) and Type 3 (see Appendix D) we can conclude that Tier 2 has
higher indoor comfort percent during the winter months. In summer, if the windows
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are closed the indoor comfort in Tier 1(see Figure 5.14) is greater than Tier 2 (see
Figure 5.16) and vice versa if the windows are opened.
4. In case of H+PLL, Tier 1 and Tier 2 are both able to achieve almost 100 % indoor
comfort for building Type 1 and Type 3 in all three locations (see Table 6.3).
Table 6.3, Annual comfort percentage for building Type 1 and Type 3

Table 6.3 summarizes the annual comfort percent for building Type 1 and Type 3 for all
three climate zones.

c) Effects of Solar photovoltaic and solar water heater addition
1. For building Type 1, PV panels were assumed to be placed only on the south roof.
They are able to meet an average building load of 46%for Durres, 44%for Tirana
and 41%for Korca, the rest of the energy needs has to be purchased from the grid.
However, for building Type 3, if the entire roof is covered with PV panels then
excess electric energy is produced throughout the year in all three locations. Hence,
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it is mere economical to only cover approximately 30 %of the roof with PV panels
(see Table 5.12).
2. Solar hot water (SHW) system produces thermal energy greatly in excess than
needed during the summer months for both building Type 1 and Type 3 in all three
locations. For winter months, SHW can meet heating load of 58 % for Durres, 59
% for Tirana and 44 % for Korca for Building Type 1 .For building Type 3, SHW
can meet an average heating load of 84 % for Durres, 80 % for Tirana and 62 % for
Korca. Hence designing a SHW system may not be cost effective, it would
essentially not be used (or used very little) during the summer months unless a
specific and proper use can be made of this hot water in summer, installing a SHW
system is likely to be uneconomical and hence undesirable.
d.) Summary of energy needs normalized by floor area for various scenarios.
Table 6.4, Energy use per meter square (kWh/m2) for building Type 1 and Type 3
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Key:
*PLL: Plug loads + lights (kWh/sq./yr)with daylighting
H+PLL: Heating + lights (kWh/sq./yr)with daylighting
HC+PLL: Heating + Cooling + Heating + lights (kWh/sq./yr) with daylighting
Solar PV calculations based on following module area
PV module area for building Type 1 = 34m2
PV module area for building Type 3 are as follows
Durres = 245 m2, Tirana = 255 m2, Korca = 251 m2
6.2 Future works
Future work may include the following
1. Further investigation in a more quantitative manner to analyze how energy efficient
and green features in schools would impact learning outcomes and improve
students  and  teacher’s  health.  
2. The research can also include to look at different system types such as ground
source heat pump driven by solar water heater, where the heat from the ground can
be used for heating the interior spaces in winter and in summer the ground can be
used as heat sink to remove heat from the building.
3. Use thermal mass of the building to determine the fluctuation of indoor temperature
over the day.
4. Future research could evaluate the thermal comfort models i.e. compare Predicted
mean vote ( PMV) – Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied (PPD) which is depend
on the momentary air and radiant temperatures, air velocity, relative humidity,
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metabolism and clothing insulation value with adaptive model which relate the
indoor comfort temperature to mean outside temperatures.
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ARCHITECTURE DRAWINGS
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Appendix A1: Building Type 1 - Rural
Area: 590.85 m2
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Appendix A2: Building Type 3 - Urban
Area: 2594.61 m2
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Appendix A3:eQuest Models
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APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX C
RESULTS OF BUILDING TYPE 1: RURAL
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Appendix C1: Analysis Results for Durres - Type 1, Rural Building
C1.1 Graphs of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
C1. 2 Graphs for Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
C1.3 Graphs for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations for PLL and H+PLL scenario.
C1.4 Tables of Monthly Energy Use when no Heating & no Cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
C1.5 Tables of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
C1.6 Tables of Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
C1.7 Tables for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations
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C1.1 Graphs of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations


H+PLL

C1. 2 Graphs for Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
Electric consumption
 HC+PLL
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Gas Consumption
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C1.3 Graphs for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations.


PLL



H+PLL
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C1.4 Tables of Monthly Energy Use when no Heating & no Cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
 PLL
Orientation: North –south

Orientation: East-west
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C1.5 Tables of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
 H+PLL
Orientation: North –south

Orientation: East -west
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C1.6 Tables of Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
•HC+PLL
Orientation: North –south
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Orientation: East –west
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C1.7 Tables for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations
Total Number of people: 711 nos. , Each floor: 237 nos.
T1: Tier 1, T2: Tier 2, OD: Outdoor
* Cells in italics corresponds to months when windows will be opened
•

PLL

Orientation: North – south
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Orientation: East – west
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 H+PLL
Orientation: North – south

Orientation: East – west
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Appendix C2: Analysis Results for Tirana - Type 1, Rural Building
C2.1 Graphs of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
C2. 2 Graphs for Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
C2.3 Graphs for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations for PLL and H+PLL scenario.
C2.4 Tables of Monthly Energy Use when no Heating & no Cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
C2.5 Tables of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
C2.6 Tables of Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
C2.7 Tables for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations.
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C2.1 Graphs of Monthly Heating Energy Use with baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations


H+PLL

C2. 2 Graphs for Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use with (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
HC+PLL: Electric consumption
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Gas Consumption


HC+PLL
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C2.3 Graphs for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations for PLL and H+PLL scenario.


PLL

H+PLL
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C2.4 Tables of Monthly Energy Use when no Heating & no Cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
PLL
Orientation: North –south

Orientation: East-west
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C2.5 Tables of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations.
 H+PLL
Orientation: North –south

Orientation: East -west
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C2.6 Tables of Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
 HC+PLL
Orientation: North –south
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Orientation: East –west
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C 2.7 Tables for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations.
Total Number of people: 711 nos. , Each floor: 237 nos.
T1: Tier 1, T2: Tier 2, OD: Outdoor
* Cells in italics corresponds to months when windows will be opened
•PLL
Orientation: North – south
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Orientation: East – west
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Orientation: North – south

Orientation: East- west
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Appendix C3: Analysis Results for Korca - Type 1, Rural Building
C3.1 Graphs of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
C3. 2 Graphs for Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
C3.3 Graphs for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations for PLL and H+PLL scenario.
C3.4 Tables of Monthly Energy Use when no Heating & no Cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
C3.5 Tables of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
C3.6 Tables of Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
C3.7 Tables for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations
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C3.1 Graphs of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
H+PLL

C3.2 Graphs for Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use with (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
HC+PLL: Electric consumption

113

Gas Consumption

114

C3.3 Graphs for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations for PLL and H+PLL Scenario.


PLL



H+PLL
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C3.4 Tables of Monthly Energy Use when no Heating & no Cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
PLL
Orientation: North –south

Orientation: East-west
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C3.5 Tables of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
 H+PLL
Orientation: North –south

Orientation: East - west
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C3.6 Tables of Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
 HC+PLL
Orientation: North –south

118

Orientation: East –west
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C3.7 Tables for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations
Total Number of people: 711 nos. , Each floor: 237 nos.
T1: Tier 1, T2: Tier 2, OD: Outdoor
*Cells in italics corresponds to months when windows will be open
•PLL  
Orientation: North – south

120

Orientation: East – west

121

 H+PLL
Orientation: North – south

Orientation: East- west
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APPENDIX D
RESULTS OF BUILDING TYPE 3 : URBAN
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Appendix D1: Analysis Results for Durres - Type 3, Urban Building
D1.1 Graphs of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
D1. 2 Graphs for Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
D1.3 Graphs for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations
D1.4 Tables of Monthly Energy Use when no Heating & no Cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
D1.5 Tables of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
D1.6 Tables of Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
D1.7 Tables for monthly thermal comfort percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations
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D1.1 Graphs of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations


H+PLL

D1. 2 Graphs for Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
Electric consumption


HC + PLL
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Gas Consumption


HC + PLL
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D1.3 Graphs for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations


PLL



H+PLL
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D1.4 Tables of Monthly Energy Use when no Heating & no Cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations


PLL

Orientation: North –South

Orientation: East-west
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D1.5 Tables of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
 H+PLL
Orientation: North –south

Orientation: East-west
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D1.6 Tables of Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
•HC+PLL
Orientation: North –south

130

Orientation: East –west
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D1.7 Tables for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations
Total Number of people: 711 nos. , Each floor: 237 nos.
T1: Tier 1, T2: Tier 2, OD: Outdoor
* Cells in italics corresponds to months when windows will be opened


PLL

Orientation: North – south

132

Orientation: East – west

133

 H+PLL
Orientation: North – south

Orientation: East- west
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Appendix D2: Analysis Results for Tirana - Type 3, Urban Building

D2.1 Graphs of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
D2. 2 Graphs for Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
D2.3 Graphs for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations
D2.4 Tables of Monthly Energy Use when no Heating & no Cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
D2.5 Tables of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
D2.6 Tables of Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
D2.7 Tables for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations
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D2.1 Graphs of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations


H+PLL

D2. 2 Graphs for Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
Electric consumption


HC+PLL
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Gas Consumption


HC+PLL
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D2.3 Graphs for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations


PLL



H+PLL
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D2.4 Tables of Monthly Energy Use when no Heating & no Cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations


PLL

Orientation: North –south

Orientation: East-west
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D2.5 Tables of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations


H+PLL

Orientation: North –south

Orientation: East-west
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D2.6 Tables of Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations


HC+PLL

Orientation: North –south

141

Orientation: East –west
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D 2.7 Tables for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations
Total Number of people: 711 nos. , Each floor: 237 nos.
T1: Tier 1, T2: Tier 2, OD: Outdoor
* Cells in italics corresponds to months when windows will be opened


PLL

Orientation: North – south

143

Orientation: East – west

144



H+PLL

Orientation: North – south

Orientation: East- west
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Appendix D3: Analysis Results for Korca - Type 3, Urban Building
D3.1 Graphs of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
D3. 2 Graphs for Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use with (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
D3.3 Graphs for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations
D3.4 Tables of monthly energy use when no Heating & no Cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations
D3.5 Tables of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
D3.6 Tables of Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
D3.7 Tables for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations
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D3.1 Graphs of monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations
H+PLL

D3.2 Graphs for Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use with (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations.
HC+PLL
Electric consumption
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Gas Consumption
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D3.3 Graphs for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations.


PLL

H+PLL
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D3.4 Tables of Monthly Energy Use when no Heating & no Cooling (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building
Orientations


PLL

Orientation: North –south

Orientation: East-west
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D3.5 Tables of Monthly Heating Energy Use with Baseboard (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations


H+PLL

Orientation: North –South

Orientation: East - west
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D3.6 Tables of Monthly Heating and Cooling Energy Use (Tier 1 and 2) for North-south and East-west Building Orientations


HC+PLL

Orientation: North –south

152

Orientation: East –west
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D3.7 Tables for Monthly Thermal Comfort Percentages (Outdoors/indoors for Tier1 and Tier 2) for North-south and East-west
Building Orientations.
Total Number of people: 711 nos. , Each floor: 237 nos.
T1: Tier 1, T2: Tier 2, OD: Outdoor
*Cells in italics corresponds to months when windows will be open


PLL

Orientation: North – south

154

Orientation: East – west

155



H+PLL

Orientation: North – south

Orientation: East- west
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APPENDIX E
RESULTS WITH SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS
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Appendix E1: Analysis Results for Solar Photovoltaic System, Building TYPE 1
E1.1 Table of Monthly Percent Load met by Solar Photovoltaic System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation.
E1. 2 Graphs of Monthly Percent Load met by Photovoltaic System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation.

Appendix E2: Analysis Results for Solar Photovoltaic System, TYPE 3
E2.1 Table of Monthly Percent Load met by Solar Photovoltaic System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation.
E2.2 Graphs of Monthly Percent Load met by Photovoltaic System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation.
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E1.1 Table of Monthly Percent Load met by Solar Photovoltaic System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation.
Type: Standard (crystalline Silicon)
Approximate Efficiency: 15 %
Model Cover: Glass
Tilt degree: 34o
Array Type: Fixed Roof Mount
Ground coverage = 0.5
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E 1.2 Graphs of Monthly Percent Load met by photovoltaic (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation.
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E2.1 Table of Monthly Percent Load met by Solar Photovoltaic System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation.
Type: Standard (crystalline Silicon)
Approximate Efficiency: 15 %
Model Cover: Glass
Tilt degree: 20o
Array Type: Fixed Roof Mount
Ground coverage = 0.5
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E2.2 Graphs of Monthly Percent Load met by Photovoltaic (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation.
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APPENDIX F
RESULTS WITH SOLAR WATER HEATER
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Appendix F1: Analysis Results for Solar Water Heater, Building TYPE 1
F 1.1 Table of Monthly Percent load met by Solar Water Heater System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation.
F 1.2. Graphs of Monthly Load met by Solar Water Heater System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation

Appendix F2: Analysis Results for Solar Water Heater, Building TYPE 3
F 2.1 Table of Monthly Percent load met by Solar Water Heater System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation.
F 2.2. Graphs of Monthly Load met by Solar Water Heater System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation
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F1.1 Table of Monthly Percent load met by Solar Water Heater System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation.
Efficiency: 60 %
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F 1.2. Graphs of Monthly load met by Solar Water Heater System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation
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F2.1 Table of Monthly Percent load met by Solar Water Heater System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation.
Efficiency: 60 %
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F 2.2. Graphs of Monthly Load met by Solar Water Heater System (Tier 2) for North-south Building Orientation
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170

